TILLAMOOK COUNTY REFERENCE
SEC. 10
South 1/6 COR. 11 S R 8 W, WM.

HISTORICAL: MAP A-1619--JLC--Using O.S.B.F.
Data, J. Carlisle set the s 1/6 by proportion (1868)
MAP F-40-83--W.A. Markham--1948--Set by proportion
MAP A-676--A.C. Gibson--1956--O.S.B.F. Subdivision of Sec
MAP A-379--W.E. Anderson--1959--Subdivision Section 10

CONDITION
FOUND: 3/4" Iron Pipe with tack S37°29' W 189 feet
Set by W.A. Markham (Refer to MAPS A-1619 & F-40-83)

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 3/4" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap in Mound of Stone

96" Hat Section NORTH 15 feet

NEW ACCESSORY:
*10" Fir S 29°E 5' 18" feet S1/4 S11 BT 287
*12" Fir N 62°W 7' 33" feet S1/4 S10 BT 287

COMMENTS: June 1972 Set tile and concrete around corner.

IN THE PRESENCE OF: John L. Carlisle  Gale Arthur
AL Duncan  Tim Boehm
Geo. camer

DATE: August 1968 PHOTO: 355

* = County corner tag affixed.
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